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Next-Gen Precision Oncology: tackling four challenges

1. Extending the biomarker scope– harnessing bulk tumor transcriptomics

2. Addressing tumor heterogeneity – making use of tumor single cell 
expression

3. Making precision oncology faster and more accessible to patients in the 
developing world – H&E based precision oncology

4. Addressing the dynamic evolution of the tumor – RNAseq liquid biopsies   
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1st challenge: synthetic lethality mediated 
precision oncology based on bulk tumor 

expression
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Synthetic Lethality (SL) (sickness) and its potential for treating cancer

• Definition: Two genes are Synthetic Lethal 
(SL) if the single inhibition of either gene is 
not lethal but the inhibition of both genes is 
lethal.

� The Opportunity: Given a gene inactive in a 
specific tumor,  inhibiting its SL-partner(s) 
presents a selective treatment opportunity 
(Hartwell et al.  1997).
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Our network-based approach
Synthetic lethal 

network
Large-scale 

patient data

Precision-based 
treatment

What could we do if we would know the true cancer SL pairs

TCGA >14k patients
RNAseq, WES, SCNA, etc…
Rapidly being accumulated

1. Network Identification 3. Patient stratification2. Novel drug targets

Novel 

drug targets

Synergistic drug 
combinations

Patient 

stratification

THE REALLY BIG QUESTION… 6



Large scale identification of clinically relevant Synthetic Lethal interactions



SELECT predicts response to chemo and targeted therapies cohorts

• SELECT shows predictive signal in 7 (out of 9) targeted therapy and 2 (out of 10) chemotherapy 
datasets (AUC>0.7), which is superior to that of other control predictors



SELECT scores are predictive of patients' response and suggest 
additional treatment options for patients in the WINTHER trial

SL-scores are predictive of patients’ 
response to the drugs they were 
given with AUC ~ 0.75

Overall, about 50 % of the patients are 
predicted to respond compared to 15% 
that have been reported to respond in 
the original trial



ENLIGHT achieves high Odds Ratio (OR) on 20 unseen evaluation cohorts

[MED, accepted ] 

Patients whose 
treatments were 
recommended by 
ENLIGHT have 
markedly better 
odds of response 
than those whose 
treatment was not 
recommended by 
ENLIGHT.

Odds ratio of responders following ENLIGHT recommendations 
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SYNTHESIS: A new CCR initiated prospective multi-arm trial awaiting IRB approval 

Brain, Breast, Prostate, Kidney & Bladder cancers

Fatima Karzai, Andrea Apolo, Sheila Rajagopal, Mark Gilbert,, Stan Lipkowitz, Ram 
Srinivasan, Antonios Papanicolau-Sengos & Ken Aldape

• Whole exome sequencing (tumor plus matched normal) for identifying targetable 
actionable mutations. 

• Methylation arrays:  tumor classification and subtyping.

• RNAseq based ENLIGHT guided analysis that will guide treatment 
recommendations in a multi arm umbrella trial.
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2nd challenge: predicting patient treatment response 
via tumor single-cell transcriptomics

Sanju Sinha, Rahulsimham Vegesna, Ashwin V. Kammula, Saugato Rahman Dhruba, Wei Wu, D. Lucas 

Kerr, Oleg V. Stroganov, Ivan Grishagin, Matthew Jones, Nir Yosef, Kenneth D. Aldape, Collin M. 

Blakely, Peng Jiang, Craig J. Thomas, Trever G. Bivona, Alejandro A. Schäffer, Eytan Ruppin

[Biorxiv] 
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Previous work

● Iavanevski et al. 2021, Patient-tailored design for selective co-inhibition of leukemic cell 
subpopulations, Science Advances (2021)

● Osorio et al. 2022, Drug combination prioritization for cancer treatment using single-
cell RNA-seq based transfer learning, (biorxiv)

● C. Suphavillai, et al. Predicting heterogeneity in clone-specific therapeutic 
vulnerabilities using single-cell transcriptomic signatures. Genome Medicine (2021)

● C. Fustero-Torre et al, BeyondCell: targeting cancer therapeutic heterogeneity in single-
cell RNA-seq data. Genome Medicine (2021).

● All prior studies have aimed to predict response in cell lines
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Building upon Recently published data: scRNA-seq for 170 
cancer cell lines from the lab of Itay Tirosh (53K cells)

Taken from Kinker et al. 2020
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Overview of  PERCEPTION models construction pipeline 

Step 1: Prediction models for each drug are first trained on bulk-expression profiles of cancer 

cell lines.

Step 2: Model hyperparameters (mainly # of features) tuning by further training on SC-

expression profiles

Built predictive models (> 0.4 correlation with response) for about 45 out of 140 FDA approved 

cancer drugs
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Predicting patients’ response to mono and combination therapies: 
the return of the clones 

Step 1: Identify the transcriptional clones (clusters) in each tumor from the scRNAseq data

Step 2: Predict the individual drug response of each clone based on its mean expression of each 

gene

Step 3: The response of a clone is taken as the maximum predicted killing among the individual 

drugs in the given combination. 

Step 4: The overall patient response is taken as the viability of the most resistant clone.
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PERCEPTION prediction of combination treatment response in a 
multiple myeloma clinical trial (Cohen et al, 2021)

Control 1: Performance of state-of-the-

art ML response models (ATLANTIS, 

Corsello et al. 2020)

Control 2: Performance of PERCEPTION 

models that are not tuned on SC-

expression
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PERCEPTION predicts CDK inhibitor treatment response in the 
FELINE breast cancer clinical trial (Griffiths et al. 2021)

● Again, ‘control’ bulk expression ML based predictors achieved markedly inferior performance 18



Prediction of emerging resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors  
in NSCLC patients (Maynard et al. 2020)

1. scRNA-seq profiles of 24 lung cancer patients with 14 pre- and 25 post-treated biopsies

2. Patients were treated with four different tyrosine kinases: erlotinib, dabrafenib, osimertinib and 

trametinib.

3. “Extent of resistance” (x-axis) denotes the reduction in predicted treatment effectiveness post treatment

4. The SC estimated lack-of-response/resistance is indeed increasing with treatment duration in 

post-treated biopsies in patients with progressive disease 19



3rd challenge: Predicting patient response to cancer 

therapy via histopathology images

Danh-Tai Hoang, Gal Dinstag, Leandro C. Hermida, Doreen 

S. Ben-

Zvi, Efrat Elis, Katherine Caley, Sanju Sinha, Neelam Sinha, Chri

stopher 

H. Dampier, Tuvik Beker, Kenneth Aldape, Ranit Aharonov, Eric 

A. Stone, Eytan Ruppin 

[biorxiv]
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 Time-consuming process >< Many patients with advanced cancers require treatment immediately, to reduce the 

rapid progression of the cancers.

 NGS is not widely available in developing countries and more rural areas. Many patients still do not get access 

to precision oncology.

 Expensive, compared with H&E images.

So, the obviously one billion dollar question, is, can we do without?

 Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is currently the gold standard for personalized (cancer) medicine.

Why did we perform this work?

 Shortcomings of Next-generation sequencing (NGS) testing:



Previous studies: H&E image → diagnose/classify cancers, identify genetic mutations, predict survival



ANU BIOLOGICAL DATA SCIENCE INSTITUTE   |   Tai 

hoang
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ENLIGHT-DeepPT: H&E image → gene expression → treatment response

Gene 1 Gene 2 …

Slide 1 1.5 2 …

Slide 2 3 -0.1 …

… … … …

Gene 1 Gene 2 …

Slide 1 ? ? …

Slide 2 ? ? …

… … … …

 Prediction

1. TransNEO-Breast (N=64)

2. NCI-Lung (N=9)

3. NCI-Head & Neck (N=33)

4. NCI-Cervical (N=16)

External data

Predicted gene expression

 ENLIGHT-DeepPT is the combination of deep learning and existing computational omics analysis 

approaches (like, SELECT and ENLIGHT)

DeepPT
1. TCGA-Breast (N=1,043)

2. TCGA-Lung (N=927)

3. TCGA-Head & Neck (N=409)

4. TCGA-Cervical (N=252)

TCGA data

 Training

gene expression



ANU BIOLOGICAL DATA SCIENCE INSTITUTE   |   Tai 

hoang
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DeepPT: H&E image → gene expression

Image pre-processing

[#slides, #tiles, 512, 512, 3] 

ResNet50

Feature Extraction

50 Residual 

CNN layers

[#slides, #tiles, 2048] 

2,048 neurons        512 neurons       2,048 neurons

Encoder        Bottleneck        Decoder

AutoEncoder

Feature compression

[#slides, #tiles, 512] 

512 neurons 

Multi-Layer Perceptron

Regression

Gene 1

Gene 2

…

…

…

[#slides, #genes] 

 Image pre-processing: Tissue segmentation; tiles (patches) partitioning; colour normalization

 Feature extraction: Extract features from tile images using the pre-trained ResNet50 CNN model

 Feature compression: Compress 2,048 features to 512 features using an AutoEncoder

 Regression:  Map the AutoEncoder features to the whole-genome gene expression.

Average per-tile predictions to obtain bulk values at the slide level.



TCGA-Brain to NCI-BrainTCGA-Breast to TransNEO-Breast

# patients 160 210

# significantly predicted 

genes (p-value < 0.05)

9,548 (56%) 10,386 (66%)

# genes with R > 0.4 1,489 1,324

 DeepPT trained on TCGA data can generalize well to new data.

DeepPT: H&E image → gene expression (external validation)



ENLIGHT + DeepPT results



ANU BIOLOGICAL DATA SCIENCE INSTITUTE   |   Tai 

hoang
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Comparison with Multi-omic machine leaning predictor

across a wide range of decision thresholds

 All ENLIGHT-DeepPT, ENLIGHT-actual, Sammut-ML have quite comparable predictive power

Sammut-ML: in-cohort supervised learning based on DNA, RNA, clinical data

ENLIGHT-DeepPT: trained on TCGA FFPE slides, predicted on TransNEO FF slides



ANU BIOLOGICAL DATA SCIENCE INSTITUTE   |   Tai 

hoang
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ENLIGHT: Predicted gene expression → treatment response (NCI-clinical trial)

 Cohort: NCI-clinical trial (N = 58)

 Kindly shared with us by James Gulley

Head & Neck (N=33)

Cervical (N=16)

Lung (N=9) 

treated with Bintrafusp alfa 

(targeting TGF-β and PD-L1) 

 ENLIGHT-DeepPT performance:
OR = 9.2 >> baseline (=1)

Precision = 45.5% ≈ 2 × baseline (response rate) 22.4%

Recall = 76.9%  

* No actual gene expression data available



• We have collected and are in the process of bulk RNA sequencing 400 lung cancer 
and 400 prostate cancer matched triad samples, each triad composed of blood, 
tumor and adjacent tissues.

• We aim to deconvolve the data and study it using CODEFACS and LIRICS, learning to 
what extent we can predict the tumor and normal immune state from looking at 
the WBC expression in the blood

• In a complementary effort, we are collecting and analyzing mouse and human 
single cell expression data in H&N cancer, studying the same question at the single 
cell level [a collaboration with Silvio Gutkind’s lab]. 

A joint FLEX award with Curtis Harris & Brid Ryan, Adam Sowalsky, Stefan 
Ambs, Sridhar Hannenhalli and Ken Aldape 

4th challenge: Addressing tumor dynamic evolution – play by the 
blood… 
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And most importantly, acknowledgements
• Joo Sang Lee & Nishanth Nair 

[SELECT]

• Tai Hoang, Gal Dinstag, Ranit 
Aharonov & Pangea team 
[ENLIGHT, DeepPT]

• Sanju Sinha, Rahul Vegesna & 
Alejandro Schaffer [PERCEPTION]

• To our many wonderfyl
collaborators and friends (>40… )

Lab webpage: https://ccr.cancer.gov/cancer-data-science-laboratory

https://ccr.cancer.gov/cancer-data-science-laboratory

